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Much of the trouble that face:
'this country today is due to wrong
in the past. While it is
not given to man to forsee all the
implications of a given policy or
course of action it has been known
for a long time that certain uneconomic practices pursued by a selfish and ruthless few would one day
arrive at a day of judgment. The
truest thing we have seen in print
in many a day was the comment of
a neighboring editor who said,
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There is no diagnostic procedure wind
gives the doctor more information about

his middlecaged patient than an
blood pressure determination.

comm

The trained physician can learn the condition of the arteries. heart action. and dean

of many diseases. only successfully
treated in their early stages. such as Bright's discus.
toxic goiter. a tendency toward apoplexy.
Low blood mm is not particularly (requent at
serious. and ia an indication of tome debilitating
condition. it it also true of high blood m
that it iaasymptom-not’a diaeaae. The way to
cure high blood pressure is to prevent it by regain
general examinations. to that any beginning increase may be detected in time to do mething
about it.
symptoms
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FEEDS 8c SEEDS
Alfalfa seed is cheaper this year. We Have both
common and the new weevil resistant LADAK
This seed does well here.
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which inspires a following.
In America, to get a following a man must convince a
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by which Hitler, Mussolini,
Stalin enforce their leadership.
We even avoid business monopoly the
same way. A metal concern, controlling its
entire ?eld, suddenly ?nds its business gone
out the window—to a plastics maker who
has a better idea. A better idea plus the
means of spreading it.
And in that last phrase you have the
whole secret of our protection against ?nding ourselves with rings through our noses.

absolutism

People who own a lot of expensive hobby equipment like comm?shing tackle, guns and the
lie, carry a lot of worry unless

something repug-

group of people that his plan is
good. Moreover, he must keep them convinced, because others, with different
plans, are forever coming along, asking for
—and getting—a hearing.
As a result of this American way we manage to stop short of the dictatorship and
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Hitler has stolen all the food from
the smaller European countries that
he has invaded and now this country is being asked to feed the people whom Hitler has robbed. It begins to appear that if they are fed
at all some other country will have
to do it. As far as Hitler is concerned these victims of his ruthlessness can die like ?ies.
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or .saving our own home be safe. This lot should be used much power which will result in his visited since Thursday with her “No." but can’t get him to propose.
more anyway, even if it does cause rushing the country into war. Those sister, Mrs. C. J. Hutchinson. Mrs.
And Dump Dom thinks you cool
Our- prayer should be today most some who work in town [to walk a who study the matter dispassionJames Stone assisted. in the store the motor by stripping the gears.
fervently: God give us real men; block or so. Cars shouldn’t be allow- ately and impersonally without reduring Mrs. Hughes’ absence.
an intelligent, loyal and understandThe Kwatcm pinochle club was
ed to be parked along the curbs lation to the Lease-Lend bill, PresiOne single tut, says Dad Gming leadership—and,
equally imall day and every day like some we dent Roosevelt, or any personality, entertained Saturday evening by argument.
portant, an intelligent fellowship.
know about.
believe that America’s involvement Mr. and Mrs. Rolf Andersen. High mit, often will spoil an lntuutlng
God helps those who first try
in the war is inevitable if Germany honors went to Mrs. Andersen and
to help themselves; and God candefeats
Britain. The only thing Erwin Knowles, low to Mrs. Oral
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not bless us and our land unless we
you
that can head off war in this event, Montgomery and Rolf Andersen and
Not uniforms vbut overalls, is what this group believes,
show a. willingness and determinapeace based the traveling prive to Mrs. Erwin
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a
tion to help ourselves—and deserve England needs from Kennewick, she On an appeasement
of about the Knowlea
says.
that blessing.
That means she nedes the same stripe as the Munich pact
There will be no more meetings
,work of our hands, the
until fall.
materials
Now that the legislature is over, of war that we produce by remainMr. and Mrs. Floyd Van DeVenter
Unless a change comes to this returned
we can begin to tot up what the ing in factories and sweating over
Monday from Selah, where
they went Friday to visit their sontotal of accomplishments will be for the job. That is what we have country the old pride of self-reSee' 0. S.
Benton county. An appropriation of been asked to do nad we are try- liance and self-support is going to in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
A’l‘ m
some $33,000 for .the North Bank ing to produce. A reader remarks disappear from the land, and with Russell Field. They were accomroad from Paterson to Kennewick that you plant corn one day but it, much of the initiative that has panied to Yakima by Mrs. John
HOSTE'ITER MOTOR
was passed. But the bill authorizing don’t expect to eat roasting ears made this country great.
Carpenter, who visited her daughthe next. We have been slow in
the road was lost, so the appropriater, Miss Connie Carpenter. ill with
tion doesn’t mean a thing—except getting under way, to assist Engthe ?u. Mrs. Carpenter
Paco
.Some men don’t have ability to home Monday with the returned
perhaps an alibi. Employers in the land by means of our nation’s overDe
Van
Phone
105
Kenncwlck 1691
alls. But a boat, a tank, an air- make an honest living. In order to Ventters.
county seem to have been hit hardest when the flat three per cent plane, aren’t built in a day. Time get along they have to resont to
on payrolls was added for industrial is valuable and it is a real task get- little, and tricky, and sha iy pracinsurance. This was perhaps one of ting the defense materials turned tices, ohiseling a little there, and a
the rawest pieces of legisltaion (the out as rapidly as they are required. little there.
Gearing the machinery, oiling they
session saw.
everyone
too,
Then.
will have his wheels for a speedy output does‘
When we note the extent to
sales tax upped by fifty per cent. take time. The problem of striking which Germany rebuilt her army
This maybe was to .be expected in- labor is not a minor issue. But we after the war and the vast sums put
asmuch as the people of the state have donned the overall and we into rearmament and the building
insisted upon upping the pensions. will produce as best we can and our of an air force and a mechanized
Probably the additional tax will best has been found to be successful army we can’t help but wonder what
about equal the extra amount allow- in the past!
type 'of intelligence was used in the
ed to the elderly people in the
adjustment of the war debt of Gercounty.
We have always admired Henry many following the last war. Some
potato
got
The cull
through Ford for his genius and independbody simply let Germany talk them
bill
in the rush of other bills and .this ence and his fairness to labor. but out of their shirt and in so doing
will be of great benefit to the spud our respect for him slipped upward permitted Germany to escape from
aowers, undoubtedly. But, Iby and a. dozen notches when he told the all responsibility «that was Justly
large, people in the state would country he didn’t need the 010 to hers for plunging the world into the
have been better off if there had tell him how to run his business.
last war.
been a couple more years without
a session.
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